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Weekly Notes 
Yugoslav National Day 
YUGOSLAVIA celebrates her 

national day on November 29th, 
On this historic- day in 3 943 the 
foundations of the new State were 
la id at the second session of the 
AVNOJ ( A n t i Fascist Peoples Libe
ration Council of Yugoslavia). 

Developments in Yugoslavia are 
of special interest to us in India for 
a number of reasons. The moat 
important reason for this interest 
is that Yugoslavia and India have 
been on the friendliest terms 
since the very bir th of "new India. 
Also, both the countries have pledg-
ed themselves to evolve a socialist 
pattern of society, although Jugo
slavia is perhaps already committed, 
more or less firmly, towards a par
ticular course of action in the poli
tical and economic spheres. The ap
proach in India is experimental and 
it is not considered essential for 
•the achievement of socialist goal 
to commit ourselves firmly to com
munist, capitalist or mixed economy 
courses of action. On the political 
plane however, India too is com
mitted to a particular form of f lov-
ernment, viz, Parliamentary demo
cracy. 

What makes Yugoslavia different 
from other communist countries is 
that in spite of her avowal of broad 
communist principles the emphasis 
on centralised direction which al
most typifies communist economic 
policies is not only not adhered to 
in Yugoslavia but the Yugoslavs 
are particularly averse to centralis
ed direction. In fact, centralised 
direction in the earlier years is stat
ed to have been responsible for loo-
sided development of the country's 
economy, and one of the problems 
that Yugoslavia's Plan for the 
period 1957 to 1961 seeks to tackle 
is to mitigate disparities in the deve
lopment of various regions. 

We in India would watch w i t h 
particular interest the Yugoslav ex
periment in balanced regional deve
lopment as also their experiment 
in the de-centralisation of adminis
tration and economy under which 
the management of factories and 
other enterprises has been trans
ferred to the workers. The forms 
of management evolved in such 
factories, which ensure both active 
participation of the workers 
in management as also satisfac
tory productive' results, would be 

wor th studying on the part of en
thusiasts in India for greater wor
kers' participation in industrial 
management. 

Soviet Veto on Kashmir 
M A L I K FEROZ K H A N NOON's 

outburst over the announced 
decision of the Soviet delegate to 
the United Nations to veto the 
Anglo-American resolution on Kash
mir is easily understandable. But 
it may not be a premature inference 
that the Soviet threat of veto 
seems to have forced the main spon
sors of the resolution to concede, 
by implicat ion the realities of the 
situation. It is yet too early to 
reach any firm conclusion. But the 

•fact that the Security Council has 
adjourned without taking a vote on 
the Kashmir resolution suggests 
that the main sponsors may have, 
on second thoughts, realised the 
fut i l i ty of their policy. Their 
reluctance to pursue the issue( in 
the face of the Soviet threat' to 
veto the resolution, is in contrast 
to their persistent policy in Febru
ary last. Then also the Kashmir 
resolution was vetoed by Russia. 
But the sponsors of the original 
resolution immediately introduced 
another resolution for sending the 
Jarring Mission, which was adopted 
by the Security Council, with the 
Soviet Union abstaining, Could it 
be that the present hesitant policy 
of the main sponsors of the Kash
mir resolution reflects a possible 
shift in their attitude to the 
Kashmir issue? 

Some might deplore that there 
had to be a Soviet threat of the 
veto to shock the main sponsors of 
the Kashmir resolution into a 
sense of proportion. But that 
cannot obscure the logic behind the 
arguments advanced by Russia for 
threatening to veto the resolution 
In his report, Mr Jar r ing had warn
ed the Security Council that "imple
mentation of international agree
ments of an ad hoc character which 
has not been achieved fa i r ly speedily 
may become progressively more 
difficult because the situation wi th 
which they had to cope has tended 
to change". And yet, the Russian 
delegate argued, the Council is 
"being asked to embark on a 
course of action which reality has 
demonstrated to be useless-that 
is, to carry out the recommendation 
of the UNCIP." No less logical 
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wag the Soviet delegate's other 
main argument that, as India had 
not accepted the proposal, it could 
not be called a compromise formula. 

. This Is a point which needs to be 
stressed. As India had declared 
that the resolution was unaccepta
ble, it would have been unjust for 
the Security Council to insist on a 
solution which militates against 
the Charter principle of peaceful 
settlement of issues in dispute. It 
cannot be too strongly emphasised 
that even the Security Council has 
no legal or moral authority to 
impose a solution on any one of 
the parties in the dispute. 

A solution of the Kashmir dispute 
is of course desirable. However, 
those interested in an amicable 
settlement of the Kashmir issue 
should not try to impose any solution, 
but should seek to foster conditions 
in which the two parties in the 
dispute can directly negotiate and 
reach an agreement. 

'Dravidian' Day-Dream 
T H A T the crazy fringe of society, 

however small, can, if not 
cheeked in time, be a source of 
considerable embarrassment all 
round, is being proved in the 
south. There- an organisation cal
led the Dravida Kazhagam, basing 
its ideology and even action on 
ill-digested history, delusion and 
even downright fantasy, has been 
bobbing up ever and anon wi th 
one piece of tomfoolery after 
another to the annoyance of some 
and the bewilderment of others. 
If it were farce pure and simple 
it might have been wholly ignored 
or left to the normal attention of 
the police; but it is farce that is 
mixed up wi th politics and with 
racial myths. The assumption of 
some of the Kazhagam leaders 
hag been that India, dominated 
once by the Aryans, which term 
is interchangeable wi th Brahmins 
in the Kazhagam view, is again 
coming, or is already, under their 
sway. The Aryans are supposed 
to be species confined largely to 
the north wi th a few representa
tives in the shape of upper caste 
men in the south, which part of 
the country is believed to be a 
sort of untouched, unspoilt island 
of Dravidians pursuing a way of life 
that is altogether its own. 

This theory has to be only stated 
to show how ludicrous it can be 
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in these days of general enlighten
ment, based on the unassailable 
evidence of advanced historical 
research or even of plain common 
sense. But these sources of instruc
tion have evidently no value to 
the so-called Dravidlan crusaders 
who, start ing wi th a fallacy, have 
been proceeding from one error of 
judgment to another, and what is 
worse, from one ill-advised course 
of action to another. First, we 
had the burning of the epics and 
the like, castigated as instruments 
of Aryan influence, and also the 
breaking of idols, necessarily trac
ed to Aryan inspiration and crafts
manship. Then as an offshoot of 
the old, old agitation against 
Hindi, deprecated as a sign of 
advancing Aryan imperialism, we 
had a tar-and brush assault on 
railway signboards, commercial 
name-plates or any manifestation 
whatsoever of the Devangari cha
racters in public. Thereafter, the 
urge for Dravidian self-expression 
took a blatantly anti-Brahmin turn, 
directing itself against the use of 
the word "Brahmin' ' on hotel sign
boards, again through the artillery 
of tar and brush. In between, 
there have been minor antics too 
numerous to mention and too t r i 
fling to waste precious newspaper 
space on. The latest and perhaps 
the most objectionable aberration 
has been instigation of disrespect 
towards the memory of Gandhtji, 
possibly as the architect of Indian 
freedom which, in the Kazhagam 
view, has been the starting-point 
of Aryan resurgence, and disrespect 
also towards the National Flag and 
the Constitution. 

Nursery Measure 
THE extent of this new imperti

nence may be gauged by the 
fact that the Madras Government 
was impelled to bring in an almost 
unprecedented piece of legislation, 
called the "Prevention of Insults to 
the National Honour Act", which 
many legislators frankly disliked. 
The Home Minister, who sponsored 
the B i l l , was equally frank in his 
reply: "We have to resort to an 
eccentric piece of legislation when 
we are confronted wi th eccentric 
men indulging in eccentric agita-
tation." Few could have imagined 
that a day would come In free 
India when the honour due to the 
National Flag, the symbol of our 
freedom and dignity, and to the 
Constitution, the very framework 
of our independent existence, 
could be ensured, at least in parts 

of the land, only through a legisla
tive enactment holding out the 
threat of a deterrent punishment. 
But that is how things are in 
certain quarters in the country; and 

, however much one may dislike the 
enforcement of reverence' through 
an act of legislation, which has 

'perhaps a touch of nursery-class 
discipline about i t , there is no blink
ing the fact that a nursery-class 
situation cannot possibly do without 
nursery-class measures, particularly 
in a country where people are sti l l 
in various stages of political evolu
tion, subject also to sudden out
bursts of near-primeval emotion. 

But the best hope is, of course, 
in the growth of robust, responsible 
public opinion which can confident
ly take into account the fact that 
no 'nation can pssible manage to 
be without crazy fringe and which, 
can also react to the latter's ex
ploits wi th that an of mild amuse
ment that can be t ru ly chastening 
in its effect. No pose, no delusion 
and no myth can stand the blast 
of wise, healthy laughter; but 
where, Instead of such laughter, 
there is likely to be a sense of in 
ju ry or grievance' felt in reaction, 
the trend of expression or action 
causing the reaction cannot but 
thrive. That is perhaps why a 
number of ill-grounded or even r id i 
culous campaigns and movements, 
which should normally stultify 
themselves through their very 
ineptitude, retain their nuisance 
value for long- or even attain the 
proportions of a menace here. 
India is surely not humourless nor 
so lacking in those qualities of dis
crimination and scpticism which 
mark a sound, sensible, seasoned 
mind and which are also so neces
sary for the safe functioning of 
democracy and for orderly progress. 
But somehow the play of such 
humour and scepticism, confined 
often to private discussion, is yet 
to make a satisfactory impact on 
the flux of public affairs. That is 
a Pity. 

Success in Tramp Shipping 
ENCOURAGlNG news has come 

from the Chairman of the Great 
Eastern Shipping Company, Shri 
Bhiwandiwala, that the Government 
now realises that its rigid attitude 
to the time-chartering of Indian 
ships has prevented the country from 
earning additional foreign exchange. 
In his annual speech, Shri Khiwan-
dlwala points out that if the Gov
ernment had not imposed a ban on 
time-chartering, the company's ship, 

"Jag Laxmi", could have been time-
chartered out for one or two years 
at the very favourable rates 
prevailing in the first half of 
1957. This vessel alone would have 
earned for the company, as well as 
the country, net foreign exchange 
of the order of Rs 50 lakhs in one 
year, thereby enabling the company 
to recover the whole cost of the 
vessel in about two and half years 
time. 

On the vessels which the company 
was allowed by Government to tim«»-
charter out, the company is stated 
to have earned nearly 50 per cent 
more in freight earnings, after meet
ing the expenditure by way of 
charter-hire on the ships chartered 
for coastal trade, than what these 
vessels would have earned if they 
had been employed only on coastal 
shipping. The company hopes to be 
a to purchase two cheap second
hand vessels wi th the additional 
foreign exchange earned in the past 
one year and nine months as a con
sequence of the diversion of Us own 
vessels to tramp bulness. If we go 
by the experience of the Great 
Eastern, the country stands to be
nefit in terms of foreign exchange 
if tramp operators are allowed to 
time-charter out their better quality 
ships on favourable rates and, in
stead, charter older foreign ships for 
coastal trade, 

Allocation of Cargo 
WHILE pleading with the Govern

ment for the allocation of car
goes of tramp nature on a fair basis 
between the Government shipping 
corporations and public l imited corn 
panics. Shri Bhiwandiwala disclosed 
ah instance where the Government 
Corporation was allotted railway 
cargo from Japan, although the 
Corporation had to time-charter a 
foreign ship, while one of the ships 
owned by the Great Eastern was 
ready to load the cargo in Japan 
and an offer to that effect was 
actually made. 

This may not be taken as typical 
of Government bias against private 
operators but this instance does in
dicate how decisions continue to be 
taken, in Government departments 
which do not show sufficient aware
ness of the country's precarious 
foreign exchange position. In the 
words of the Chairman of the Great 
Eastern, "Even the unnecessary 
foreign exchange expenditure that 
was involved in needlessly charter
ing a foreign ship was ignored and 
our owned ship had to suffer on the 
return voyage". 
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